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WHERE DO WE MEET IN MAY

In line with the Federal guidance and as you probably expected by now, the Committee team has decided to 
defer our team meetings until further notice. Hopefully this situation will resolve in the near future but 
as we have all been told, this is a marathon and not a sprint. 

We wish you all a lot of strength and resilience during this very difficult time. We look forward to seeing 
you all again soon and going for a drive. 

The Committee team
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you will reach the public Facebook 
page

you will be able to request to join the 
closed group. A page administrator 
from the club will then accept your 
request to join the page if you are a 
club member. This is the most active 

of the two pages.

Don’t forget members are also entitled to join the national TLCC discussion forum. There is a 
link our the web site and the address is http:// tlcc.ipbhost.com/. This discussion forum is only 
open to TLCC members. To obtain a login, apply via the website.

Another popular forum for Toyota owners is Landcruiser Owners Online http://www.lcool.org. 

It has sections for a range of different Toyota 4WD’s. This is a moderated forum that you need to 
apply to join. Instructions are on their web site.

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER 
CLUB DARWIN

WHERE TO FIND US

TLCC DARWIN HAS TWO FACEBOOK PAGES. IF YOU LOG INTO FACE-
BOOK AND SEARCH FOR:

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER 
CLUB DARWIN

(CLOSED GROUP)
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 TRIPS & EVENTS

Please be advised that trips and events announced in this publication are subject to change 
or cancellation at the Trip Leaders discretion. Please check our online Calendar, contact the 
Trip Leader or secretary for the latest information on trips and events. Please make sure you 
advise the Trip Leader at least one week prior to the trip/event if you wish to attend. This is 
for club insurance purposes and to help the Trip Leader plan the trip/event, at this time you 
will be advised of the meeting place and time of departure.

For a full and up to date trip list refer to the TLCC members calendar and elsewhere in this 
magazine

Want to go for a drive, whole day out or a weekend away?

Not sure where to go or how to get there?

Contact the Tripping Up Committee and let us know!

We have a wide range of places to go and things to do, ranging from fun in the mud to chal- 
lenging treks along historic trails. We’ll help you get where you want to go!

Trips will also be advertised on the Closed Group (Members only) Facebook page.
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MEMBERSHIP

Membership Fees:

Single Membership:

Family Membership

Associate Membership:

Joining Fee: $25.00

(A once off fee for new memberships)

Single Membership: $70.00 p.a.

Family Membership: $90.00 p.a.

Associate Membership: $50.00 p.a. Single and Family

membership pro- rata rates apply
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 GUIDELINES FOR MAGAZINE CONTENT

Please submit all content to be published in the Magazine to editor@tlccdarwin.com.au or to 
Jonathan Kehler via Facebook Messenger, Phone 0426204544 ASAP to be sure it will make the 
next Publication. The deadline for all content is the Monthly General Meeting, as we endeavour 
to publish the Emag within 2 weeks after the General Meeting for your perusal.

• Take your photos on a high resolution setting and submit as large a file as practical and please   
remember to include details with your photos. I.E. Where, what trip and who was involved;

• Submit trip reports by e-mail or messenger. All efforts are made to keep your original format 
however stories may need to be modified to fit on the page. We strive to make this publication 
both as informative and entertaining as possible and rely on members submissions to fill the 
pages, if you want to see new content in the EMAG- please let us know!

OR - Bring your photos to the next meeting on a USB thumb drive and the editor will copy con-
tents to her/his computer.

Photos from the month’s trips will be displayed using a projector during the montly meetings.



If you have spent your day tiding up the electrical and battery connections in your en-
gine bay, it is time to take a pause and tackle this word search!

the difficulty is medium, but if you find it too easy, let us know and we’ll make sure to 
make it harder next month! 

If you’d like a high resolution file, print ready pdf or vectorial version of the word 
search, send us an email to EDITOR@TLCCDARWIN.COM.AU
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word search challenge

WE ARE TAKING CARE OF YOU THIS MONTH WITH PLENTY 
OF CHALLENGES TO MAKE SURE YOU DON’T GET BORED 

AS WE’RE ALL MISSING 4WDING!

THERE WILL BE A FEW GAMES/CHALLENGES LIKE THIS 
ONE TROUGHOUT THIS E-MAG.

POST YOU ACCOMPLISHMENTS ON OUR FACEBOOK PAGE 
OR SEND IT TO EDITOR@TLCCDARWIN.COM.AU AND 
WE’LL MAKE SUR IT APPEARS IN THE NEXT E-MAG!



LANDCRUISER
TOYOTA
DARWIN
TLCC
MUDTIRE
ALLTERRAIN
LOWRANGE
DIFFERENTIAL
JAPANESE
FJCRUISER
PRADO
TROOPY

POOTROL
CLUB
ALTERNATOR
TURBO
DIESEL
PETROL
BULLBAR
WINCH
SNATCH
PULLEY
ARB
TJM

ROCKSLIDERS
LOCKERS
FLATTIRE
DRAWER
ROOFRACK
SPOTTIES
LEDBAR
TRACTIONCONTROL
MALLCRAWLER
MAXTRAX
SHOVEL
SAND

BOGGED
TIREPRESSURE
HEMAMAP
GME
FRIDGE
RECOVERYGEAR
RIVERCROSSING
ROOFTOPTENT
SWAG
CAMPERTRAILER
SUBTANK
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A few weeks ago I noticed that my ARB CKMA12 onboard air compressor was suddenly sound-
ing as if it was running really fast. At the same time it was also not building up pressure. Being 
installed in my engine bay underneath my winch controller I left it for a while before I built up 
the enthusiasm to pull it out and see what was going on. This post shows how I dismantled it, 
diagnosed the problem, repaired and reassembled it again. I have posted this because, when I 
went through this, I could find very little information. Hopefully it will be useful to someone out 
there! Finally, because I forgot to take photos in my enthusiasm to dismantle it, I’ll try to cheat 
and use a few of the ones I took as I reassembled it to explain what I mean.

ARB Compressor Rebuilt

First you need to start by unscrewing the air fil-
ter assembly. Remove air filter flange bolts (13), 
air filter flange (12) and O-ring (14).

Remove head bolts (01) and head assembly 
(02) and the bolts securing the manifold sup-
port bracket.
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THIS IS AN ARTICLE POSTED IN THE LCOOL 
(LAND CRUISER OWNERS ON LINE.ORG) IN 2011 BY ONE 

OF OUR MEMBERS, GRAEME STEER.
DEFINITELY A KEEPER IF YOU RUN AN ARB COMPRESSOR 

IN YOUR 4WD!



Remove the BARREL. Undo all these bolts: And all these:

Note: In normal circumstances (when the bolt is not broken), you would place a screwdriver un-
der the head of the piston to stop the piston from moving through a full stroke, thereby allow-
ing you to undo the cap screw. You then need to heat the CAP SCREW (11) using a micro gas 
torch to release the thread lock, and then unscrew the CAP SCREW (11) in an anti-clockwise 
direction and extract it along with the AXLE (10). I should point out that this cap screw can be 
either an M4 x 20mm or and M5 x 20mm, depending upon your model of compressor. Mine 
was an M4 x 20mm.

What discovered is that there are two small holes in the face of the counterweight. These small 
holes are similar to those on the nut of an angle grinder that holds the disc in place. In my case, 
the spanner I use for one of my Bosch angle grinders was a perfect fit for the two holes on the 
counterweight and, if need be, can be used to hold the axle shaft still while the cap screw is 
removed.

In my case, as the cause of the problem was a snapped cap screw (11) that holds the axle and 
piston assembly together, I simply removed the whole assembly.
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Once the external bolts are all undone and 
removed, the rotor is extracted by grasping the 
housing in one hand and the piston chamber/
axle/rotor assembly in the other and pulling the 
two apart. This takes quite some force as the 
magnets inside the motor housing (the stator) 
are very powerful and will not wish to let the ro-
tor loose.
Once you have the rotor free of the stator/mo-
tor housing, you will need to remove the black 
piston chamber, bearing and counterweight 
from the rotor itself. This is done with the aid of 
a hammer. The hammer is used to gently tap the 
black housing free. Once it falls off, the same 
procedure is repeated for the removal of the 
bearing and the separation of the bearing from 
the counterweight.

On the rotor side of the counterweight an M4 captive nut (probably more correctly called a rod 
joiner) is held. In normal circumstances this is the nut that holds the axle and piston assembly 
together. In my case it contained the remainder of the snapped cap screw.
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Now having managed to remove the captive nut, I decided to race over to Coventry Tools to 
see if they had such a nut in stock. I arrived there at 1120am on Sat morning, and they quickly 
confirmed they didn’t have any this small (M4). I decided I had just enough time to get to ARB, 
on the way home, to see if I could get them to order the part in. As the motor part of ARB 
compressors are considered servicable items, they could not find the part in their parts cata-
logue, as it was part of the overall motor assembly. Instead they took some photos of the part 
and emailed their engineers in Melbourne to see if they could get the part in for me. Happy 
with that, I went home.

As I’m driving home I start thinking of ways I can solve the problem – either get the busted cap 
screw out, or adapt a couple of the right size nuts, perhaps by welding them together and then 
grinding/filing them into shape

When I arrive home I first set to getting the cap screw out. I start by drilling a hole all the way 
through the cap screw. I then use a heat gun to heat it up to 700 degrees Celsius to break 
down the high temperature Loctite 272 and, with it held in the bench vice, then attempt to use 
a broken bolt extractor to remove it. No luck. I tried this with three different styles of broken 
bolt extractor, but none of them would even budge the broken screw. So, I give up. I’m not go-
ing to bother with reusing the same nut.

Now I have a search through my “ran-
dom small bolt and nut box” to see if 
I can find a matching couple of nuts 
I could weld together as I described 
earlier. Having no luck there I suddenly 
had a thought that I have a set of drifts 
(pin punches) that might be about the 
right external size as the nut.

On the rotor side of the counterweight 
an M4 captive nut (probably more 
correctly called a rod joiner) is held. 
In normal circumstances this is the nut 
that holds the axle and piston assem-
bly together. In my case it contained 
the remainder of the snapped cap 
screw.

I dig one of these out of the tool chest and discovered that it was a perfect fit.
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Hmmm. Should I sacrifice a punch for the sake of the compressor. Well, I wasn’t inspired with 
confidence at ARB when they were so unsure as to whether they could supply the replacement 
nut, so I figured a $2 punch is worth the sacrifice...
So, I got the machine vice out and placed the punch in it vertically, being careful to align it on 
each side. I then carefully aligned in the middle of bench of the floor drill. Having selected a 
3.2mm drill bit, I proceeded to carefully drill a hole the depth of the original nut. Once to the 
correct depth, I transferred it to a bench vice where I used and angle grinder with cutting blade 
to slice it off to the correct length.

After two false attempts I finally got a hole running true through the centre of the punch. I then 
transferred the nut to the bench vice and used a 4mm tap to place a thread through the new 
‘nut’ and tidied the edges with a file, ready for reassembly.

To reassemble I replaced the circlip I had removed from the small groove on the rotor shaft. 
I then placed the bearing around the shaft of the counterweight and, using a small hammer, 
carefully tapped it back into position.

I then placed my new nut into the space on the rear of the counterweight and carefully placed 
the assembly back onto the rotor shaft.
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Taking the piston housing, I then used the same technique as assembling the bearing and 
counterweight together to reattached the piston housing to complete counterweight/rotor as-
sembly.

The next step was to place the rotor back into the motor (stator) housing, ensuring it is re-
turned from the correct end, based on the stamped guides on the black part of the motor 
housing. As with removing it earlier, this will take quite a bit of force and the magnetic fields 
will offer resistance, as they repel each other.

The opposite end of the motor must now be replaced. In order to do this, the two brushes in 
the motor end assembly must be pushed back away from where the rotor shaft will enter the 
centre of the assembly. These are spring loaded and simply need to be pushed back toward 
the outside until the springs hold them in place, away from the centre.
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Once this is done the small circular ‘wave’ spring is placed into the centre recess.

The two long bolts carefully passed through the two spaces in main part of the motor housing, 
ensuring the alignment marked are around the correct way. The bolts must align with the holes 
tapped in the piston chamber at the other end of the motor. Once aligned, the bolts can be 
partially done up.

When there is about a 5mm gap (enough to still be able to touch the brushes), use a screw-
driver or something small to push the brushes back towards the centre of the assembly, thereby 
releasing the springs holding them and letting them flick back into place. Once this is done, 
continue tightening the bolts to hand tension.

At this point the axle, piston and cap screw need to be placed into position. Do this by en-
suring the pocket that the AXLE sits in is clean and free from damage. With the new PISTON 
ASSEMBLY (09) and BARREL assembled together, put them in place on the compressor motor, 
being careful not to damage to the piston seal. The seal forms a cup shape and must be as-
sembled into the barrel in the correct direction. Place the bearing end of the piston into the 
barrel first then pull the piston into the barrel as shown.
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Align the piston bearing then insert the AXLE (10) through the bearing so that it seats firmly 
into the pocket in the motor. Apply high temperature thread lock (Loctite 272) to the CAP 
SCREW (11). Insert the screw through the AXLE (10) into the motor and tighten by hand. Us-
ing a torque wrench tighten the M4 CAP SCREW to 6.0Nm (4.4 ft-Ib), or the M5 CAP SCREW 
to 10.0Nm (7.4ft-lb). Use the same technique with the screwdriver as in step 3 to prevent the 
piston from moving through a full stroke.

13. Re-assemble the remaining components by reversing steps 1 and 2.

14. Allow 120 minutes fixture time for the thread lock before running the compressor.

Graeme

2004 V8 100 Series IFS
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All the riddles are related to the club, 4wd & camping world.
If you’d like a high resolution file, print ready pdf or vectorial version of the cross-

words, send us an email to EDITOR@TLCCDARWIN.COM.AU
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IF YOU HAVE SOME COOL RIDDLES / WORDS, SEND TO 

EDITOR@TLCCDARWIN.COM.AU AND IT WILL APPEAR IN 

OUR NEXT EMAG EDITION!

TIME TO STRETCH OUR BRAIN WITH THIS CROSSWORDS 
SPECIAL TLCCDARWIN EDITION!

crosswords challenge



1. Know your Youtube Classic: Hey! ----- ---- , 4Wheeling Australia, 
welcome to another episode of modified!
2. If I was a reptile, you wouldn’t find me in Australia, 
and yet, I’m in every big city of the courntry!
3. Stop calling it Prado, although they are quite similar...
4. You should never snatch off it!
5. We usually attach it on the roof gallery.
6. The VW Amarok V6 doesn’t have any...
7. You get what you pay for, but we all have 
at least one accessory from their store!
8. Know your youtube Classic: I’m Andrew, 
I sold my Troopy and bought an extended 79 series... My Youtube 
channel is?
9. Meet Jack, I’m an upgrated version of the original, but not as 
dangerous!
10. You won’t find many in Australia, it is much bigger than a 
Hilux!
11. When camping, turn it off if you’re talking to someone!
12. I’m like a Turbo, but I don’t operate of the exhaust.
13 (a). Not quite lockers, but still very helpfull.
13 (b). Not the first that comes to mind, not red and black, but 
yellow and black.
14. If not Polycrystaline?

15. I look good, I’ll carry your trashbag, jerrycans and many other 
things!
16. One of the cheapest winch, but we love it!  Spell it right...
17. Eats utes for breakfast... 
18. I won’t tell you its original colour, but you can buy it Pink, 
Black, Green...
19. It is a worship place for some of our members... and it sounds 
like one!!
20. Replace the A with a E and I’ll keep your beers cold instead of 
watching over you.
21. Saussages and screwdrivers, what a place for us 4wdrivers!
22. Same Same, but more luxurious.
23. Crocs love it, and so do we! Just don’t get stuck in it!
24. The infamous ZD30 gave the 3L TD Patrol this nickname...
25. An American icon. You could build one out of aftermarket 
parts!
26. Toyota Tundra wagon version.
27. Explorer or Maps.... Tough choice!
28. Number one reason people get bogged in sand ?
29. I come in single or double.
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Get your glue and scissors ready for the next chalenge.

If you manage to build this Troopy, send us a picture to EDITOR@TLCCDARWIN.COM.AU 
and your Troopy will appear in our next eMag!

Feel free to add any accessories! Maxtrax, winch, LEDbar and more.
If you’d like a high resolution print ready pdf or vectorial version of the image, send 

us an email  to EDITOR@TLCCDARWIN.COM.AU

Built your troopy

 22  

IS YOUR 4WD UP TO SCRATCH AND YOU DON’T KNOW 
WHAT TO DO ?

WORRY NO MORE, IT IS TIME FOR SOME ARTS & CRAFTS!
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April club CHALLENGE
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HERE ARE SOME OF OUR MEMBERS FAVORITE TRIPS/HOLIDAYS.  IF 

YOU’D LIKE ONE OF YOUR TRIPS TO APPEAR IN THE CLUB

 MAGAZINE,  SEND US SOME PICTURES TO EDITOR@TLCCDARWIN.

COM.AU

YOU CAN ALSO INCLUDE A FULL TRIP REPORT.

Where: Simpson Desert and outback Queensland
When: July 2015, approx 3 weeks
Who went: Stuart, Kylie, Trinity, Scarlett, Kylie’s Parents, Mickey, 
Keri, Lexi, Pippa, Hayden, Linley, James & Jeremy. In 4x 4wds and 1x 
dirt bike
Why did I choose this trip: Because i had always wanted to cross 
the Simpson Desert, it was an amazing experience and I would love to 
do it again.

Stuart Wright
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Where: Old Coach Rd, Litchfield 
When: August 2015
Who went: Stuart Wright, Kylie Wright & family, Skshanthony Thomas, 
Kev & Lou O’Shaughnessy and family, Shell Zimmerman & Drew Zimmer-
man
Why did I choose this trip: This was the first trip with the club be-
fore joining, as it was a long weekend we felt it was a good way to get to 
know everyone better.
All present made us feel very welcomed.

Drew Zimmerman

Where: Dirk Hartog Island W.A.
When: May 2018, 10 day trip from Perth and back
Who went: Just a friend from Belgium and me
Why did I choose this trip: DH Island is a must do in WA, but very 
remote, so when the occasion present itself we jumped on it!
They only allow a few cars at a time on the island which is about 90sqm.
This is where I have seen the most beautiful sceneries in Australia so far!

Jonathan Kehler
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Where:  Bare Sand Island N.T

Mickey Barratt

Where: Ann Beadle Highway

Linley Alison Edwards
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Where: The Red Center
When: 14 June to 2 July 2017
Who went: Kate Wessling & Misani
Why did I choose this trip: I reckon we will be able to travel within 
the NT before we are able go interstate and this trip is one we could do 
again.

Eric Boyle

Where: Steep Point W.A
When: Jan 2017, 10 days - from Perth 
Who went: Myself & Mrs
Why did I choose this trip: First remote trip after getting the hilux 
3 months prior and did it solo, was just going through top 50 tracks in WA 
off Hema and just picked this track.

Rajeshkannan Gurusamy



Draw your cruiser challenge

You’ll just need  coloured pencils and some imagination for this next challenge.
Give this landcruiser 80s some colours and send us a picture to EDITOR@TLCCDARWIN.

COM.AU.
You draw will appear in our next eMag!

Feel free to add any accessories! Maxtrax, winch, LEDbar and more.
If you’d like a high resolution pdf or vectorial version of the image, send us an email  

to EDITOR@TLCCDARWIN.COM.AU
 

WE ARE REALLY PUTTING YOU UP TO WORK WITH THIS E-
MAG EDDITION.

SHOW US YOUR DRAWING SKILL AND GIVE THIS 80S 
SOME COLOURS!

 28  
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TRIP LEADER’S GUIDE 
FOR SHORT TRIPS

LEADING TRIPS IS AN IMPORTANT TASK THAT CLUB MEMBERS UNDERTAKE. THIS GUIDE 

HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO HELP TRIP LEADERS UNDERSTAND THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF A 

TRIP LEADER. CONTACT THE TRIPPING-UP COORDINATOR WITH ANY QUERIES.

Initial Interest & Trip Coordination

· Contact Tripping-up coordinator (tripping@tlccdarwin.
com.au) or any member of the tripping-up committee if 
you are interested in running a trip.

· Discuss the trip concept and location, if previous trips 
have been run in this area and if there are any electronic 
maps, trip summary sheets or other useful information.

· Check whether preparation is required for trip (eg per-
mits, keys, advance recon). Your committee member will 
assist you in this requirement.

· Fill in the on-line Trip Proposal Form (http://www.tlccdar-
win.com.au/trips.html). This will automatically email the 
Tripping Coordinator who will then ensure an email is sent 
out to all club members with trip de- tails:

* Meeting time, date, place duration *

* Trip destination

* Trip grade and description

* Vehicle requirements

* Trip Leader contact name, phone number, email

* What to bring (eg overnight gear, recovery equipment 
etc) Meeting Point and Departure

· Meeting times and location should be organised at a 
convenient location for people travelling from different 
locations and a time to suit the amount of travel/trip 

involved (usual locations include Reidy’s Lur- es for east-
bound (Arnhem Hwy) trips and McDonalds Coolalinga or 
Noonamah United for southbound trips)

· Give briefing at start of trip as per the Trip Briefing (next 
page)

· Fill in the trip form including names and vehicle registra-
tions of participants; you may elect to ask indi- viduals on 
arrival at the meeting point to complete the form for you. 
A clipboard is useful for this.

· Ask for a nomination to write a trip report and ask them 
to submit their report to editor (editor@tlccdarwin.com.
au) by the following weekend.

· Remind and encourage people who are taking photos 
that the club has both Photobucket and Facebook sites to 
upload photos for all to share.

· Arrange for someone to record GPS track of trip and 
send to the Information Manager (infoman@tlccdarwin.
com.au) by the following weekend.

Completion and Return

· Contact the Tripping-up Coordinator to advise safe ar-
rival home

· Complete the Post Trip form (http://www.tlccdarwin.
com.au/post_trip_report.html) which will then be emailed 
automatically to the Secretary (secretary@tlccdarwin.com.
au)
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THIS IS A GUIDELINE TO WHAT SHOULD BE DISCUSSED AND ORGANISED AT THE MEETING 

POINT,  ALSO ADDITIONAL POINTS THAT WILL HELP TO ENSURE THAT ALL PARTICIPANTS 

HAVE AN ENJOYABLE AND SAFE TRIP.

• Tail End Charlie to be appointed

• UHF channel 10 normally used

• All vehicles to observe road rules

• Leave minimum three seconds to between each vehicle 
– at least double this in wet weather or difficult conditions

• Each vehicle is to maintain position in the convoy and 
not pass trip leader

• Vehicles leaving convoy to inform Tail End Charlie

• At intersections and obstacles each vehicle must indi-
cate and ensure the vehicle behind has negotiated the 
intersection or obstacle before proceeding

• On steep/slippery hills, vehicle in front to reach crest 
before following vehicles commences climb or de- scent

• In river crossings, where possible, no two vehicles to be 
in water at the same time

• Gates to be left as found

For recoveries:
* Trip leader to appoint a recovery leader

* Safety to be highest priority

* No one to be no less than 1 1⁄2 lengths away from 
snatch straps and winch cables

* All trip participants have the responsibility to ensure 
that any recovery equipment used during recovery 
oper- ations on a club trip is designed, manufactured and 
rated for recovery purposes. All equipment used is to be 
stamped or carry the manufacturers tag stipulating the 
safe recovery rating of the item of equipment.

* All vehicles must carry their own recovery equipment 
consistent with the grade of the trip including: tow strap, 
snatch strap, shovel and hand or electric winch

* Rated recovery points must be fitted to all vehicles front 
and rear

• All trip participants are to comply with the directions 
of the trip leader or the appointed recovery coordina- 
tor unless safety would be compromised. Any member 
observing an unsafe practice or unsafe equipment has the 
responsibility to alert the trip leader or recovery coordina-
tor who is to halt the recovery operation until the practice 
or equipment is made safe.

• All drivers are responsible for their passengers

• Members inviting visitors on trips are responsible for 
them

• Members and visitors attending Club activities will abide 
by the decisions and directions of the trip leader for the 
safety of those attending, in respect of route to be taken, 
convoy procedure, fire precautions, care and respect of 
private property and dangerous weapons and materials.

Members are discouraged from taking dogs on club trips. 
The Trip Leader may allow dogs however:

* Dogs must not be taken into restricted areas such as 
national parks, unless approval has been sought from the 
landowner/National Parks

* The animal must be under control at all times

* The owner of the animal accepts sole responsibility for 
the animal and its actions

* TLCC Darwin will in no way be held liable for any dam-
ages caused by or any actions taken by the animal.

TRIP BRIEFING & SAFETY



Before the trip:

On the day:

Trip Briefing:

Convoy procedures:

Important:

 32  

Obtain maps. If possible recce the trip and ask someone 
who has done it before.

Conduct a trip briefing, nominate scribe for the trip re-
port., arrange convoy positions including Tail End Charlie.

Check all present, introduce your- self, new members, visi-
tors, etc. Describe trip in general and de- scribe any diffi-
cult or specific points in detail and planned stops.

If you have suggested trips or would like to lead a trip, 
please see the trip coordinator at the next general meet-
ing. These are held on the first Wednesday of every 
month.

Trip leader to appoint “Tail End Charlie” and UHF Channel 
10. Observe road rules at all times. Leave at least 4 vehicle 
lengths between you and the vehicle in front. All vehicles 
are responsible for the following vehicle at turn offs, road 
crossings, and negotiat- ing obstacles.

Always maintain convoy position, except in unavoidable 
circum- stances. No vehicle is to pass the Trip Leader un-
less in an emer- gency. Vehicles leaving a 4WD convoy for 
any reason must in- form the Trip Leader and “Tail End 
Charlie.”

READY TO GO?



Grade 1:

Grade 2:

Grade 3:

Grade 4:

Grade 5:
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Very easy with little if any 4X4 involvement. Will usually 
consist of a scenic tour or an easy trip to a camp and/or 
towing unlikely.

A relatively moderate 4X4 trip with winching and/or towing 
unlikely.

A medium 4X4 trip which requires cautions whilst driving. 
Winching and/or towing should not be required.

A moderately difficult 4X4 trip with some winching and/or 
towing almost a certainty.

An extremely difficult 4X4 trip. Participants must be experi- 
enced at travelling over difficult terrain. Winching and/or 
towing will definitely be required and participants must 
have all their own recovery equipment.

Remember to lock and unlock your hubs!

Your vehicle should be fitted with towing points, painted 
yellow front and rear.

A GRADING SYSTEM OF LEVELS 1-5 IS USED TO ASSIST MEMBERS IN DE- CIDING WHICH 

TRIPS THEY WOULD EN- JOY AND WHICH GRADE SUITS THE DRIVERS EXPERIENCE AND 

ABILITY.  THIS SYSTEM OF GRADING IS A GUIDE ONLY AND MAY CHANGE DUE TO WEATHER 

CONDITIONS. THE TRIP LEADER SHOULD BE CONSULTED IN SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES.

TRIP GRADE



Hill Climbs:

River Crossing:

Properties:

Recoveries:

When climbing a 4WD hill allow vehicle in front to get over the 
crest of the hill before you attempt to follow.

No two vehicles should be in the water at any one time.

All gates are to be left as found!

In the event of a recovery or ac- cident, the Trip Leader to ap- 
point a “Recovery Boss.” Vehi- cles to keep well clear of opera- 
tion. When winches or snatch straps are being used, all per- sons 
are to stand well clear of cables and straps (at least 1.5 lengths, to-
tal cables and straps in use, in all directions is recom- mended), or 
remain in own ve- hicle. If you require the vehicle in front to stop, 
use radio, switch lights on and off or use horn.

All drivers are responsible for their passengers at all times. Visi-
tors on club trips are the re- sponsibility of the people who invited 
them, but the Trip Leader should make sure that all visitors are 
conversant with these con- voy procedures.

All vehicles must carry their own recovery equipment, con- sistent 
with the grade of the trip, which should consist of towing rope, 
strap, winch or turfor etc., and shovel.

Trip Leader may make any other conditions for his particular trip 
at his own discretion. He must in- form all participants of his inten- 
tions before leaving.
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OFFROAD
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ENJOY AND BE SAFE!



THESE ARE OBJECTS, PARTS & ACCESSORIES,  EVEN CARS 
AND TRAILERS FOR SALE BY OUR TLCCDARWIN 

MEMBERS.
IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING FOR SALE AND WOULD LIKE 

TO SHARE IT WITH THE CLUB, SEND A DESCRIPTION AND 
PICTURES TO EDITOR@TLCCDARWIN.COM.AU AND IT WILL 

BE POSTED IN THE NEXT E-MAG.
YOU CAN ALSO POST IT ON THE TLCCDARWIN FACEBOOK 
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For sale 

For sale: Black 2004 Toyota Land-
cruiser IFS Sahara (HDJ100) factory 
side steps. In good condition, but 
could do with a decent wash after 
gathering dust in the shed for a 
while. Advertised elsewhere. $150 
ono

By: Graeme Steer

Price: $150

CONTACT VIA FACEBOOK OR
gesteer@gmail.com
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For sale: Silver 2009 Toyota Hilux 
Dual Cab (KUN26) factory side 
steps. In good condition, but could 
also do with a decent wash after 
gathering dust in the shed for a 
while. Advertised elsewhere. $150 
ono

By: Graeme Steer

Price: $150

CONTACT VIA FACEBOOK OR
gesteer@gmail.com
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Committee Members
-President: Stuart Wright

-Vice President: Mickey Barratt

-Public Officer: Terry Maynard

-Secretary: Duncan Harrison

-Treasurer: Dawn Richardson

-Fellowship Officer: Bohdi Neave & Kat Wessling

-Trip Coordinator: Daniel Richardson

-Social Coordinator: Dawn Richardson

-Editor: Jonathan Kehler

-Web Manager: Graeme Steer

-Information Manager: Graeme Steer

-Social Media Coordinator: Stuart Wright

-Training Coordinator:Tighe McIntyre

-Club Historian: Derek McCarthy

-Property Officer: Stuart Wright

-Merchandise Officer: Stuart Wright
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-General Committee Member: Bohdi Neave

-General Committee Member: Gary Huckle

-General Committee Member: [vacant]

-General Committee Member: [vacant]

-Trip Committee Member: Graeme Steer

-Trip Committee Member: Matt Stillman

-Trip Committee Member: Mickey Barratt

-Training Committee Member: [vacant]

-Training Committee Member: [vacant]

-Training Committee Member: [vacant]

-Social Committee Member: [vacant]

-Social Committee Member: [vacant]

-4WDNT Delegate: John McClement

-4WDNT Delegate: Tony Virgen
 
-4WDNT Delegate: [vacant]

-4WDNT Delegate: [vacant]
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